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As a long-time owner/rider/racer of the Ducati 748/916/996 I'm often asked by new owners or 
ose considering buying one what they should look out for. Here's my list of problem areas for 
ese bikes. Keep in mind that these problems have been identified after riding over 50,000 miles 
 a number of different bikes and they should not be considered typical of every bike!  

1. Fuel tank mounting bolts: There are 2 bolts that hold the mounting pin on the bottom 
of the fuel tanks. I once destroyed half an engine when one of these fell into the front intake on 
a brand-new 748. I recommend that you remove & put threadlocker on these, or even better - 
safety wire them.  
2. Fuel filters: These tend to get clogged - especially if you've had any water in your gas. 
When they get clogged, the fuel pump runs overtime which tends to cook the alternator wiring 
and the voltage regulator. Change these often. To save $, you can use a substitute replacements 
from any auto parts store instead of the expensive Ducati filter. I use a Deutsch FF424, which 
is available at AutoZone for <$3.  
3. Fuel lines: The stock fuel lines in the fuel tank are crap, and will blow-up at the worst 
possible time. If you ever experience rough running or a sudden loss of power, you should 
suspect the fuel lines. At your first tune-up, change them with the best quality rubber you can 
find, or even better, get some stainless braided hose from your local Harley shop and use it 
instead.  
4. Tank & fuel o-rings: Always carry a few spares - if you need to get in the tank or 
remove it, you'll probably need to replace at least one of these. Be especially careful replacing 
the QD fittings when replacing the tank as it's quite easy to nick the o-rings, and they'll leak 
fuel all over the top of the rear cylinder. A little grease on the o-rings helps reduce nicks  
5. Clutch slave: Always carry a spare seal. You can always find replacement brake fluid 
on the road, but the seals can be a bit hard to come by. These can also go anytime, and it's a 
real pain to downshift without a clutch! Watch for fluid stains on the side stand - it's often the 
first sign of a leak, and monitor the reservoir level if you see any. Better yet, replace it with 
one of the after-market units from Yoyodyne, Evoluzione, or Motowheels.  
6. Cam belts: These are the weakest point on the engine and there's no such thing as a 
minor belt failure. Check the tension and condition of your belts often - especially on brand-
new bikes as the factory has a tendency to set them too tight. Search this site for tips on how to 
adjust them and remember that a little too loose is a lot better than a little too tight. The older 
belts had white printing and would fail prematurely.  Make sure the belts you use have red 
printing.  These need to be changed every 12,000 miles or 2 years – whichever comes first.  
This is not a place to skimp – replace them at 6000 miles if it makes you feel better. It’s cheap 
insurance. 
7. Rocker Arms: I've been lucky not to have any problems with these, but if you read this 
site you'll know that there are a lot of problems with flaking chrome on these babies. Make 
sure they get inspected every time you have the valves set. If they show any signs of flaking, 
get your dealer to replace them under warranty.  Change your oil often with a good quality 
synthetic, let your bike warm up before you ride off, and have your valve adjustments done 
every 6,000 miles. 



 

8. Cush drives: The rubber cush drives on the rear sprocket carrier have a tendency to 
back out and grind down the rear axle eccentric. Supposedly this was fixed in '99, but I had 2 
go on my '99 748. The first sign of trouble will be aluminum shavings on the rear wheel. 
Check these often, and at the first sign of trouble, get your dealer to replace all 5 under 
warranty. Or, if you've got some extra $ to spend, get the cool titanium replacements from 
Motowheels. Some of the after-market quick-change sprocket carriers, and sprockets, have a 
small lip on them that keeps them from backing out.  
9. Coolant reservoir tank: This sits under the front of the fuel tank and has a tendency 
to crack. Watch for any signs of coolant spray around the headstock area and get it replaced 
right away if you detect any leakage. Be especially careful of any spray getting on the faces of 
the gauges, as it will ruin the plastic lenses (brake fluid kills them too!). BTW, if you want to 
be able to add coolant without removing the fuel tank, replace the street bike tank with the 
Corse tank. It mounts to the right of the steering head and the cap can be removed with the 
tank on. The only downside I know of is that it covers up the VIN # and doesn't provide any 
place to mount the air pressure sensor, but if you're creative, you'll find a way! It's part 
#585.1.011.1A.  The stock coolant reservoir is probably the best deal in Ducati replacement 
parts – it’s about $25.00. 
10. Head gasket leaks: For some reason, I've seen several bikes with rear head gasket 
leaks. In fact one of my buddies has had his replaced 3 times. Watch for blue/green coolant 
stains on the rear of the engine.  And, 2002 or 2003, Ducati changed the supplier for their head 
gaskets.  The newer head gaskets are thinner and require a thicker base gasket.  So, if you’re 
replacing the head gasket – make sure of what you get – you may need to replace the base 
gasket with a thicker one. 
11. Well nuts: Ducati, like Harley, uses well nuts in several places on the bike. These 
things suck and have a tendency to fail at the worst possible time when the threaded brass 
insert pulls free of the rubber body. I once had the license place holder fall off and get jammed 
in my rear wheel while at a track day when all three failed. Check these often and replace any 
that look suspect. If anyone finds a source of cheap metric well nuts please let me know as I'm 
getting tired of paying Ducati dealer prices for these.  
12. Loose screws: I've lost dozens of screws & bolts off my bikes. Whenever you get 
some spare time, grab a beer, a torque wrench and some threadlocker and go to town! 
Especially watch the clutch cover bolts as for some reason no matter how often I check them, I 
always find one loose. There was also a posting warning about the side stand bolts coming 
loose though I've never been able to get mine out without standing on the breaker bar!  
13. Just a comment: Lots of guys replace the clutch cover with a CF or open cover. This 
is a bad idea! Even though we all like to show off the unique look and sound of Ducat's dry 
clutch, if you ever lay the bike down on it's right side without a good clutch cover, you'll trash 
the clutch which costs many $'s to replace. If you want to increase cooling and love the sound 
of the clutch, consider removing the gasket under the cover, but leave the brass spacers in 
place. This will enhance the Ducati clutch experience while keeping it protected.  

Also, despite all the bad press these clutches receive, they're not anywhere as delicate as people 
claim. I've gotten as many as 10,000 miles on a stock clutch pack without any problems, and 
I'll do as many as 40-50 races each season before I replace the clutch on my race bike - and



that's with a slipper clutch which slips the clutch every time I downshift. I've noticed that the 
guys who have the most trouble are those who slip the clutch a lot when taking off. If you drop 
the gearing on a 916/996 to 15/38, you'll never need to slip the clutch again, and you'll still 
have plenty of top-end left.  

14. Oil cooler & lines: The stock oil cooler lines are extremely sensitive to over-
tightening. In fact, they'll crack for no reason when you're at the furthest possible point from a 
Ducati dealer. Tighten these just enough to keep them from leaking or loosening. Any tighter 
& they're likely to crack. Also, watch your oil cooler for signs of leakage. I've had 2 of these 
high quality Japanese (note the sarcasm...) units fail. If you do have any oil cooler or radiator 
problems, send them to Mylers in Utah - the guy is incredible, fast, & cheap!  
15. Oxygen sensor plugs in exhaust pipes: These $14 brass plugs love to fall out. I cut a 
small groove in them with a hacksaw and wrap a twist of safety wire around the pipe to keep 
them in place.  
16. Crank galley plugs: Ducs have along history of the crank journal plugs backing out 
and doing serious damage to the insides of the engine cases. Watch for aluminum swarf in your 
oil screen and have them checked anytime you have the cylinders off the engine.  This is 
located on the left side of the crankshaft and can result in a sudden and catastrophic oil 
pressure loss.  The aluminum pieces look like small fingernail clippings.  In 2000, the plugs 
were changed to steel and may have cured the problem. 
17. Alternator nuts on bikes from 1999 and newer: These have a habit of coming loose. 
Listen for funny noises from the left side of the engine especially when you roll off the throttle.  
The nuts were manufactured incorrectly.  Nichols makes a set of nuts that lock against each 
other and will not come loose.  This also gives you an excuse to have that lightweight flywheel 
installed while the engine cover is off....... 
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